
Annuity - Changing Interest Rate Risk:
 
With the low interest rate environment, some advisors are moving their
clients to Single Premium Deferred Annuities, Flexible
Premium Annuities, and  Single Premium Immediate Annuities to solve
either a savings or guaranteed stream of income need.  As you work with
the various companies, it is important to review the annuity illustration
carefully to determine the interest rate lock period.  For amounts under
$1,000,000, many carriers will offer rate lock periods from 30 to 60 days,
which will essentially allow the illustration to be binding within a certain
period of time.  However, for amounts over $1,000,000, the
annuity proposal is generally generated by the insurance company and the
rates may be binding for the illustrated date only and not binding
beyond the date provided on the  illustration.  In other words, the
interest rate, policy provisions, or charges within the policy could
drastically change the day after you present the illustration to your client.
 Any rate adjustment, internal charges, or product modification can
significantly impact the performance of the annuity.    

DW EZ App - Changes to Carriers:
 
The DW EZ app is the easiest way to sell term insurance in the industry!  As
you may have noticed, we have made some slight changes to our system
over the last two weeks per recommendations from our advisors.  As more
advisors use our system, it is our goal to provide not only the most
competitive insurance companies term options, but also companies that
have the easiest submission to issue process.  In line with that strategy, we
have recently added Principal Financial and Lincoln Financial to the EZ app
platform. Both offer competitive term insurance alternatives and a
streamlined underwriting process. The EZ app process removes the
administrative burden and lets advisors focus on the sales process.  While
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the system is designed primarily for term insurance sales, we will be
introducing the opportunity to sell some permanent products in the near
future.  If you would like to learn more about the EZ app system or want to
register, please click>>here. 

Social Media Tip:    
 
A great way to increase connections on LinkedIn is to add your old college,
high school, and home town friends!  We often forget about these past
relationships but this can be a huge networking mistake.  While you might
not be close anymore, adding them to your network increases your ability
to access new potential clients. With the theory of Six Degrees of
Separation, any person on the planet can be connected to any other person
on the planet through a chain of acquaintances that has no more than five
intermediaries. Including your past friends and acquaintances will
increase visibility and get your closer to the ideal client.  There are a
number of online resources available to rekindle any lost connections, such
as the LinkedIn for your alma matter, fraternities, and sororities.   Because
people are inquisitive when reviewing your profile, include hometown,
neighborhood, and hobby interest association pages.  To learn more about
this social media tip, please click>>here.

STAY CONNECTED:
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